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Conventional intelligent vehicles have performance limitations owing to the short road and obstacle detection range of the installed
sensors. In this study, to overcome this limitation, we tested the usability of a new conceptual autonomous emergency braking
(AEB) system that employs vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication technology in the existing AEB system. To this end, a radar
sensor and a driving and communication environment constituting the AEB systemwere simulated; the simulation was then linked
by applying vehicle dynamics and control logic. The simulation results show that the collision avoidance relaxation rate of V2V
communication-based AEB system was reduced compared with that of existing vehicle-mounted-sensor-based system. Thus, a
method that can lower the collision risk of the existing AEB system, which uses only a sensor cluster installed on the vehicle, is
realized.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the strict enforcement of safety regula-
tions for vehicles, consumer interest in vehicle safety is grow-
ing. Therefore, studies on active safety systems and advanced
driver assistance systems (ADASs) have been actively taken
up with the aim of ensuring safety, including vehicle control
for accident avoidance and mitigation; these features are in
contrast with those of conventional passive systems, which
ensure safety through simple warnings [1]. One such promi-
nent active system is the autonomous emergency braking
(AEB) system. In a recent survey, the European Union (EU)
determined that introducing the AEB system could reduce
the annual number of deaths and serious injuries in vehicle
accidents by more than 8,000 and 20,000, respectively [2].
Generally, an AEB system employs environment-recognition
sensors such as radar, lidar, and cameras for detecting risk
factors [3, 4]. However, the existing sensor-based systems
are able to detect only those vehicles that are within the
employed sensors’ measurement ranges, and blind spots may
occur owing to obstacles. In addition, under bad weather
conditions, detection becomes impossible or the detection
accuracy drops significantly. For overcoming the limitations

of sensor-based systems, recently, with the advancement of IT
technology, cooperative safety system has been introduced.
This system is grafted with vehicle safety communication
schemes such as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication
and vehicle-to-infra (V2I) communication [5].

Currently, international standards for AEB systems are
being formulated worldwide, and various studies on AEB
systems are being conducted. The existing studies on AEB
systems were conducted based on the performance of sensors
employed in vehicles and, therefore, they have limitations
concerning detection area [6]. For overcoming these lim-
itations, the current study was conducted based on the
cooperative safety system grafted with V2I communication
[7]. A limitation of the AEB system, that is, the blind zone
occurring at a crossroad, was partially solved through V2I
communication by employing radars in traffic lights at cross-
roads. However, compared with direct V2V communication,
V2I communication suffers from real-time limitations and
limited detection areas of the sensors installed on the road
surface. In the case of V2V communication, studies on the
operating environment and evaluations of pure communica-
tion technologies were conducted using the existing sensor-
basedADAS, and basic studies on cooperative adaptive cruise
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Figure 1: Block diagram of analysis model.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB
system.

control were conducted by grafting ADAS with adaptive
cruise control and realizing intervehicle communication [8–
11]. Consequently, a presentation on the usability of the new
conceptual AEB system that employs V2V communication
was required.

Therefore, in this study, to overcome the aforemen-
tioned limitations of vehicle-mounted-sensor-based systems,
we propose a new conceptual AEB system that employs
V2V communication along with environment recognition

sensors. In addition, the usability of V2V communicationwas
comparedwith that of vehicle-mounted sensors bymodifying
an existing vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB system to
incorporate V2V communication.

2. AEB System Design

2.1. AEB System Analysis Model. As shown in Figure 1, for
analyzing the usability ofV2Vcommunication in comparison
with that of vehicle-mounted sensors, a detailed model
including various sensors and modules, the driving and
communication environment, and vehicle dynamic charac-
teristics was required. Therefore, in this study, PreScan, a
commercial simulation code, was used for modeling wireless
communication modules, high-precision location measure-
ment systems, the driving and communication environment,
and the radar and camera sensors installed in a vehicle. In
addition, to determine the dynamic characteristics of a user
vehicle equipped with the AEB system, a full car model
with multiple degrees of freedom was generated in CarSim,
a vehicle dynamic behavior simulation software application,
and used. Finally, after interfacing PreScan and CarSim
through MATLAB/Simulink, an analysis model was built
based on a collision detection system, AEB logic, and the
setting of a given scenario.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of V2V communication-based AEB system.
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2.2. AEB System. AEB is an active safety system thatmeasures
the degree of risk between a user vehicle and a forward vehicle
using vehicle-installed environment recognition sensors such
as radars or cameras. It helps in preventing accidents through
automatic brake control in risky situations. In Europe, the
enforcement of rules concerning AEB systems from 2014 has
been initiated. In Europe, the rules concerning AEB systems
have come into effect since the beginning of 2014. In 2009, it
was proposed that an informal group, called the autonomous
emergency braking system (AEBS)/lane departure warning
system (LDWS) informal group, will be formed under the
Working Party on Brakes and Running Gear (GRRF), a sub-
sidiary body of aWorld Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle
(WP.29), in order to formulate AEBS/LDWS standards. Eco-
nomicCommission for Europe (ECE) regulations concerning
AEBS are being enacted under the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (UNECE) [12].

Table 1: AEB system braking force.

TTC (s) Braking force (g)
≤2.0 0.3
≤1.6 0.6
≤0.7 1.0

The AEB system described in this paper meets the
required performance specifications defined by the AEB
Group. The time of application of automatic braking force
by the AEB system was determined based on a collision risk
index, that is, time-to-collision (TTC) of the user vehicle and
a forward vehicle. TTC can be calculated using (1), which
is based on the relative speed and relative distance between
the user vehicle and forward vehicle. Table 1 and Figure 2 list
and show, respectively, the braking force of the AEB system
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and AEB logic according to changes in TTC; here, 𝑔 denotes
acceleration due to gravity and it is taken as 9.8m/s2 [7].
Consider

TTC (s) = Relative distance
Relative speed

. (1)

2.3. Vehicle-Mounted-Sensor-Based AEB System. Generally,
a vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB system comprises a
camera sensor and long- and short-distance radar sensors.
Sensor specifications were determined by referring to the
specifications of an actual commercial product. Table 2 lists
the specifications of each sensor.The camera sensormounted
in the front provides information about the traffic in a lane
and the relative distance to a forward obstacle. Long- and
short-distance radar sensors can be used for measuring the
distance and speed relative to an obstacle within the forward
detection area. In this study, to compensate for the limitations
of the camera and radar sensors, the distance and speed
relative to a forward obstacle were measured through sensor
fusion [13]. The TTC was calculated using the measured
information and used as the brake input reference for

the AEB system. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of a vehicle-
mounted-sensor-based AEB system.

2.4. V2V Communication-Based AEB System. The V2V
communication-based AEB system described in this paper
was operated based on the collision detection system pro-
posed herein. During operation, the system received infor-
mation about the nearby vehicles and the user vehicle
through V2V communication and employed it for operation.
Figure 4 shows the overall system configuration.

First, the location measuring system provides the vehicle
location and heading angle information; this system included
a noise model corresponding to the tolerance specification
(Table 3) of commercial differential global positioning sys-
tems (GPS).The received GPS coordinates of the user vehicle
and nearby vehicles were expressed in the 𝑥, 𝑦 coordinate
system. The 𝑥, 𝑦 coordinate system defines a tangent plane
in the GPS coordinates of the Infrasystem within 1 km; the
𝑥-axis was defined toward the east and the 𝑦-axis toward
the north [14]. Next, various sensors employed in the user
vehicle transmit various types of information such as speed,
acceleration, and yaw rate through the vehicle’s internal
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Table 2: Vehicle-mounted sensors’ specifications.

Parameter

Camera sensor
Focal length (mm) 6

FoV (∘) Azimuth: ±20.5
Elevation: ±13.5

Resolution (pixels) 752 × 480

Short-range radar Detection range (m) 0.2–30

FoV (∘) Azimuth: ±40
Elevation: ±15

Long-range radar Detection range (m) 2–200

FoV (∘) Azimuth: ±10
Elevation: ±2.25

Table 3: Module and sensor specifications of V2V communication-based AEB system.

Parameter

Camera sensor
Focal length (mm) 6

FoV (∘) Azimuth: ±20.5
Elevation: ±13.5

Resolution (pixels) 752 × 480

Position system (DGPS) Accuracy (cm) 50

Wireless communication module (V2V) Communication range (m) 1,000

Message frame Basic safety
Message (BSM)

Positioning system 
and in-vehicle sensors

V2V wireless
communication module

Data fusion

Ego and target vehicle
trajectory prediction

Collision detection system

Collision 
prediction

Start

Yes
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End
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Figure 8: Flowchart of V2V communication-based AEB system.

communication system. Finally, the wireless communication
module employed for intervehicle communication provides
information about the nearby vehicles; a message frame
received through the intervehicle communication channel
was applied in conjunction with the basic safety message
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Figure 9: Initial road condition.

(BSM) standards defined in SAE J2735 [15]. In addition, error
of the location measurement systems in the user vehicle and
nearby vehicles was calibrated by employing a Kalman Filter;
trajectories of the user’s and nearby vehicles were measured
[16, 17].

As shown in Figure 5, the V2V communication-based
collision detection system proposed in this study determines
the location of and distance to a nearby vehicle after gener-
ating CSego, a Cartesian coordinate system, with the current
location (xego, yego) of the user vehicle as its origin. CSego
expresses the longitudinal direction along the 𝑥-axis and the
transverse direction along the 𝑦-axis with reference to the
user vehicle’s driving direction. The locations of nearby vehi-
cles in CSego are divided along the quadrants of CSego and
expressed in relative coordinates (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛) (𝑛 = vehicle id)
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Figure 10: Vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB system.
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after comparing the current location information of the user
vehicle and nearby vehicles received through intervehicle
communication. The relative angle 𝜃n was calculated by
comparison with the azimuth 𝜑, which represents the user
vehicle’s driving direction. As shown in Figure 5, the nearby
vehicle observation system can recognize the locations of
nearby vehicles based on the relative angle 𝜃𝑛, which varies
along the quadrant. As shown in Figure 6, 𝜑 varied with the
user vehicle’s heading angle and was set to be 0∘ with respect
to the east direction.

As shown in Figure 6, the coordinate axis of CSego
rotated according to changes in 𝜑. The longitudinal driving
direction of the user vehicle was always matched with the 𝑥-
axis using the rotational transformation matrix equation (2),
which considers the coordinate axis’ rotation

[
𝑥


𝑦
] = [

cos𝜑 sin𝜑
− sin𝜑 cos𝜑] [

𝑥

𝑦
] . (2)

As shown in Figure 7, the warning zone was determined
based on the relative angle obtained following the above
process. 𝜃𝑓 and 𝜃𝑟 are the error ranges of the relative angle
in the case that the user vehicle and all vehicles in the same
traffic lane move in the middle of the traffic lane.

The relative angle, relative distance, and heading angle
of the nearby vehicle are the parameters that determine the
warning zone. The heading angle is an important parameter
for determining the nearby vehicle’s driving direction.

The relative heading angle between the user vehicle and
the nearby vehicle was obtained for determining whether
the nearby vehicle is driving in the same direction as the
user vehicle, entering a crossroad, or driving in the opposite
traffic lane. In addition, the relative distance can be obtained
using the user vehicle’s barycentric coordinate system CSego.
However, the relative distance obtained thus does not account
for the size of the vehicle; therefore, the relative distance
was calibrated assuming a circular vehicle [18]. The TTC
was calculated based on the obtained relative distance and
relative speed of the user vehicle and the nearby vehicle,
and the calculated TTC was used as the collision risk index
for the AEB system. Figure 8 shows a flowchart of the V2V
communication-based AEB system.

3. Simulation and Results

3.1. Simulation Scenario. As shown in Figure 9, the driv-
ing direction and scenarios were defined for a compara-
tive analysis of the vehicle-mounted-sensor-based and V2V
communication-based AEB systems. The driving direction
was determined based on the conditions under which acci-
dents generally occur. This includes the condition of heavy
fog, under which visibility is less than 50m, which makes it
difficult for a driver to recognize forward risk situations.

An ego vehicle mounted with an AEB system can avoid
and mitigate the effects of collisions in the longitudinal
direction. Consider the following scenario. The driver of
Vehicle 1 changes lanes to avoid collision after finding that
Vehicle 2 in front is stationary. Vehicle 3 is driving in the
opposite traffic lane. The simulation scenario is summarized
in Table 4.

Blind zone

Figure 11: Limitations of vehicle-mounted sensor.

Table 4: Simulation scenario.

Vehicle Initial speed End speed Note
Ego 50 km/h 60 km/h AEB system
Vehicle 1 60 km/h 60 km/h Lane change
Vehicle 2 55 km/h 0 km/h Vehicle fault
Vehicle 3 70 km/h 70 km/h Opposite lane

3.2. Simulation Results. Simulation was performed by
employing the vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB system
and the V2V communication-based AEB system in the
scenarios defined in Table 4.

Figure 10 shows the simulation results of the vehicle-
mounted-sensor-based AEB system. The system was capable
of detecting forward vehicles only, such as the ego in this
case, located in the traffic lane. Therefore, the longitudinal
collision risk index, TTCx, shown in Figure 10(c), increased
gradually from 0 s to about 11 s and then decreased rapidly.
This is because Vehicle 1, which was running initially on the
same traffic lane, changed lanes owing to the detection of
a stationary vehicle; the sensor in the Ego vehicle detected
a stationary vehicle (Vehicle 2) on the same traffic lane. As
shown in Figure 10(d), it can be seen that the AEB system
was applied normally with braking force as TTCx varied.
However, it can be confirmed from the relative distance graph
in Figure 10(e) that collision was predicted when the relative
distance changed to 0m. In fact, even in the simulation
environment, the occurrence of a collision can be confirmed
based on the vehicle driving state shown in Figure 10(a) and
the collision detection flag shown in Figure 10(b). In addition,
a comparison of the relative speed before the time (about
14.8 s) of braking force application by the AEB system, and
the relative speed at the time of collision, shown in the
relative speed graph of Figure 10(f), indicates that the speed
was reduced by about 1.8 km/h (0.5m/s). Therefore, it can be
said that the collision avoidance relaxation rate achieved with
the vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB system in relevant
scenarios was not more than 3%. This can be ascribed to
the vehicle-mounted sensors’ inability to detect the stationary
vehicle (Vehicle 2) on the road ahead owing to the presence
of a blind zone due to a front vehicle, as shown in Figure 11.

In contrast, in the case of the V2V communication-based
AEB system shown in Figures 12(a) and 12(b), there was no
collision between the Ego vehicle and the stationary vehicle
(Vehicle 2). The TTCx results shown in Figure 12(c) indicate
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Figure 12: V2V communication-based AEB system.
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that there was a collision risk in the longitudinal direction
with Vehicles 1 and 2, which were located in front of the
Ego vehicle. However, Vehicle 3 was not represented in the
TTCx graph. Vehicle 3 was determined to be a vehicle in
the opposite traffic lane based on heading angle information
received through V2V communication and was excluded
by the collision detection system. It can be inferred from
Figure 12(d) that braking force can be applied stably based
on changes in the TTCx calculated by the collision detection
system after predetecting the forward stationary vehicle
(Vehicle 2) through intervehicle communication. In addition,
the plots of relative distance (Figure 12(e)) and relative speed
(Figure 12(f)) indicate that the collision avoidance relaxation
rate reached 100% with the avoidance of collision because the
relative speed decreased to 0m/s before the relative distance
to Vehicle 2 decreased to 0m. In addition, it can be seen from
Figure 12(f) that the relative speed with respect to Vehicle 2
increased slowly after about 9 s, indicating that the vehicle
became stationary at about 9 s.

Figure 13 shows thewarning zone according to simulation
time. It can be seen that Vehicle1, which was running in front
of the Ego vehicle, changed its traffic lane after detecting a
stationary vehicle. Thus, the warning zone of Vehicle 1 was
changed from 1 to 6. Vehicle 2 was the stationary vehicle and
there was no change in its traffic lane; thus, there was no
change in its warning zone. Finally, Vehicle 3 was driving
on the opposite traffic lane, and its warning zone changed
from 2 to 3 at about 11.5 s because Vehicle 3 overtook the
user vehicle. This can also be seen in the relative distance
graph (Figure 12(e)), which shows that the relative distance
with respect to Vehicle 3 was closer to 0 at about 11.5 s and
started increasing thereafter.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the usability of the proposed V2V
communication-based AEB system was compared with
that of the existing vehicle-mounted-sensor-based system.

An analysis model was built for determining the usability of
the V2V communication-based AEB system. The analysis
model considered the vehicle-mounted sensor and V2V
communication environments. Furthermore, the existing
vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB system was realized
using this model. In addition, a new conceptual AEB
system was proposed and developed by combining V2V
communication technology with environment-recognition
sensors. Then, a comparative analysis simulation of the
V2V communication-based AEB system versus the vehicle-
mounted-sensor-based system was conducted in the same
scenario. The simulation results show that in the case of
the existing vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB system,
braking application time lengthened and a collision occurred
owing to the system’s detection area limitation. However,
in the case of the V2V communication-based AEB system,
collision was avoided regardless of driving conditions and
obstacles through collision risk detection within the range
of intervehicle communication. In addition, in the case of
the existing vehicle-mounted-sensor-based AEB system, the
collision avoidance relaxation rate was no more than 3%. In
contrast, in the case of the V2V communication-based AEB
system, the collision avoidance relaxation rate reached 100%.

Therefore, the usability of the V2V communication tech-
nology was demonstrated through the aforementioned com-
parative analysis. Future studies will be aimed at testing the
proposed system in the V2V communication environment
with an actual vehicle used in practice and analyzing the pro-
posed system in various scenarios and driving environments.
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